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Artist
Anat Ronen

Mini Murals: Anat Ronen
Biography

Anat is a self-taught artist, focusing on murals and street
painting. Her professional artistic phase started in 2009, almost
by mistake. She paints her murals with brushes, using latex
(house paint), and acrylics.

Website:
www.anatronen.com
Social Media Reach:
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
TOTAL

6,867
1,122
162
8,151

So far she painted more than 400 murals, mostly throughout
the vast Houston area, including public spaces like interstate
highways, bridges, buildings, museums, churches, schools,
and more. In addition to her mural work, she participates in
international street painting and street art festivals nationwide and around the
world. Since discovering her gift, Anat has made use of it to pay her bills, and also
to deliver messages. The cliché of “one picture is worth a thousand words” gets
the full definition when it comes to her work. Her dream is to keep on doing it.
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Rendering: West Bellfort @ Willowbend (District K Cabinet)
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Artist
Dual

Mini Murals: Dual
Biography

DUAL stands for the conflict between “street art” and “fine” art, between freeway burners
and gallery exhibitions, between mass recognition and total anonymity. His bold lines and
fresh colors are a break from the every day monotony of life in the city—a taste of urban
subculture, whether you asked for it or not.
While one may not have a choice in where and when they encounter a DUAL piece,
DUAL leaves it up to the observer to assign a meaning to his work. By operating under a
pseudonym, he lets his audience write their own narrative for who he is and the message
he is trying to get across.
Perhaps best known for his work with wheat paste, particularly since his feature in the
2011 wheat pasting documentary Stick ‘Em Up!, DUAL has never been one to confine
himself to a particular medium, background, or context.

Website:
www.dualstreets.com
Social Media Reach:
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
TOTAL

3,411
3,896
68
7,375

He has been recognized not only for his work with silkscreen and spray paint, but also for his work with
lithography and acrylics. Though his obsession with “making marks” stems from his background in graffiti, he
has translated that into a passion for creating art. His “art” includes everything from large-scale murals to micropainting projects such as model trains and custom watch dials, to the forgotten art of sign painting. Most recently,
his focus has been on gestural character studies with mixed-media on canvas – creating quite the dichotomy
between the “street” artist and the “fine” artist.
In addition to being a constant presence on the street and a fixture in the Houston art scene since 2005, DUAL
has also pursued a formal arts education and his work has seen more than its fair share of gallery walls. DUAL has
been featured in a number of exhibitions by some of the top names in the Houston art scene including M Squared
Gallery, Aerosol Warfare, and Colton & Farb Gallery. He has had the opportunity to collaborate with a number of
brands, labels and charities including the Lebron James Family Foundation, Pabst Brewing Company, Boys &
Girls Clubs of America, Dickies Workwear, Schmutz Watches, Street Serpents Apparel, and even Sprite. He has
also been featured in a number of periodicals including 002 Magazine, Houston Modern Luxury, Houston Press,
Free Press Houston, Houston Chronicle and Case Magazine and books such as Stay Up and Stuck-Up Piece of
Crap: From Punk Rock to Contemporary Art.
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Rendering: West Bellfort @ South Post Oak

Artist
Jessica Jill Guerra

Mini Murals: Jessica Jill Guerra
Biography

Jessica Guerra is a Houston-based artist and designer who
Website:
works in a variety of media including watercolor, gouache
guerragirl.com
and printmaking. She hand painted and inked architectural
Social Media Reach:
illustrations full time for several years before setting up her own
Facebook
399
Instagram
258
studio. Guerra currently does freelance architecture renderings
Twitter
0
and designs printed textile art combining her technical skills with
TOTAL
657
her love for experimenting with mediums. Her art is free flowing
yet includes repetitive designs reflecting influences from both
architecture and nature. Inspired by vintage florals and velvety paper waiting for
color or an inky impression, she is driven every day by her love of creating and
expressing beauty. Jessica’s work has been exhibited locally and internationally.
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Rendering: West Bellfort @ South Gessner

Artist
Lee Washington

Mini Murals: Lee Washington
Biography

1970: Baby Lee – Lee, at one one-year-old, is destined to be
The One.
1976: Master Lee – At six, Lee is elated that he can draw so well
so early in life.
1985: Ol’ Skool Lee – By 16, Lee is dividing his time and talents
between full-time graphics and part-time airbrush artistry.

Website:
www.theonelee.com
Social Media Reach:
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
TOTAL

392
648
0
1,040

1990: Ole’ G Lee – At 21, Lee is at the peak of his artistic career,
which would later become a downfall.
2000: Renaissance Lee – Not one to give up and restored, Lee is back on track
and ready to take his mind, body, soul and talents to the next level.
2005: THE ONE LEE – At 36, determined, dedicated and disciplined to be what
his Mother (R.I.P), brother, family and friends have spoken into him; that he is a
“famous artist”.
2015: PRESENT DAY THE ONE LEE – Now 45 and painting 3D and living 3D
(determined, dedicated, and disciplined) to become a better artist and person.
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Rendering: South Braeswood @ Braesridge

Artist
Pilot FX

Mini Murals: Pilot FX
Biography

Adam Socie aka Pilot FX

Website:
N/A

At an early age Adam was drawn to the arts. Music, dance,
Social Media Reach:
drawing and painting were skills that guided Adam growing up
Facebook
4,882
in Deer Park. Adam developed his skills as an artist and has
Instagram
1,149
become one of the few highly recognizable graffiti artists from
Twitter
0
TOTAL
6,031
Houston. For the last three years, Adam has been focused
on developing highly attended graffiti and street art events in
Houston to showcase the hip hop culture of Houston. Art is
an everyday part of Adam’s life, and as the Meeting of Styles Houston art event
grows, Adam continues to collaborate with hundreds of artists who paint together
at different art events all over the world. The Meeting of Styles Houston is in it’s
third incarnation as is on it’s way to becoming a staple of the Houston Art scene.
“This is one of the few things I had that no one could take from me.”
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Rendering: Chimney Rock @ Gasmer (Westbury High School)
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Rendering: West Bellfort @ Bob White
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